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"Our airline would like to welcome you on board. Before landing in our park, this plane made international
flights. We have preserved its original appearance. The hostesses are all performers of the 'Five Continents'
Company. Everything is for you to experience the beauty of air travel.

Thank you."

--The World (2004).

Just as we have grown accustomed to the gradual fade-ins and fadeouts of the opening credits titles playing
over a black background, a sassy female voice pierces through the silence in Mandarin, "Who has a band
aid? Who has a band aid?" An accident might have occurred and a person is obviously shouting for help. But,
before there is a chance to surmise whether an emergency has befallen, the first shot abruptly appears and
we are thrown into the bleak realism of a generic underground corridor with sterile lighting and exposed pipes.
Where in the world are we?

Still shouting, our protagonist strides confidently through the corridor without any evidence of being injured,
wearing a poorly imitated Indian sari that could easily be mistaken for a belly dancer's outfit. We are greeted
by three other women in equally spectacular costumes as she steps into one of the corridor's side rooms,
while the handheld camera stabilizes just long enough for them to indicate that none of them have band aids.
Our "Indian" belly dancer leaves the room and strides towards an entry to a stairwell, flanked on either side by
security guards with walkie-talkies. Or, are they also performers playing the role of security guards, waiting for
a show to start? Striding back into the long corridor, our protagonist continues in a seemingly endless trek, her
movement captured in a single long take that does not end until nearly three minutes later. Like a subway
train, the camera movement settles into a generic pattern of stopping from door to door, driven by our
performer's search for a band aid.

Welcome to Jia Zhangke's The World, a film that tracks the lives of Chinese migrant workers in "The World," a
western-styled theme park in the suburbs of Beijing that features miniaturized replicas of major landmarks
from around the globe. Here, not finding a band aid quickly is perhaps the last, but not the least significant of
the migrant workers' worries. As Jia aptly notes, "The landscape in the theme park is fake, but the problems
the characters face are very real." (1) Tao is the name of our performer looking for a band aid, and she is a
migrant worker who arrived from Shanxi province only three years earlier with her boyfriend Taisheng, one of
the security guards standing in the corridor. Not long into the film, we are introduced to a whole community of
migrant workers from the couple's home province, including Erxiao, Taisheng's cousin, who also works as a
security guard, and newcomers "Little Sister" and Sanlai, who arrive in Beijing to take building construction
jobs. Tao dreams of leaving the theme park and really travel abroad, but a passport is a luxury none of the
migrant workers can afford. Taisheng, on the other hand, less disillusioned than Tao, takes pride in how he
does not need to leave the capital of China to be a cosmopolitan citizen of the world; in fact, he works a
second shift as an assistant ID-card forger for Song, another Shanxi province expat. Thus, although both
Taisheng and Tao live in a park where they can "see the world [every] day without ever leaving Beijing,"
neither is able to properly consume the fruits of post-socialist globalization. Indeed, the effects of such uneven
market capitalism is seen in one of its more degrading forms when Tao's best friend, Anna, a Russian who
also works as a performer in "The World," must prostitute herself to earn enough money to visit her sister in
Mongolia. Thus, financially impossible, Tao's desire for true mobility becomes displaced into the realm of
fantasies, of "unrealistic" representation. What Jia calls Tao's "interior life" is realized, then, in animated CG
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sequences that show her running in, taking the bus through, and flying over various districts of Beijing, even
as we rarely see her, in reality, traveling outside "The World." (2) If, however, Tao's "grounded" flights of
fantasy represent a particular response to the paradoxes of making a monument to globalization one's home,
her ambivalence towards globalization is by no means unique, or indeed, localized in any one character. (3)

The World was released as part of a promising new cinema that has, only in the last decade, begun to expose
the realities and dreams of everyday life both real and virtual in post-socialist China. In this regard, and within
the context of this Sixth Generation Chinese Cinema, acquiring socioeconomic mobility is often depicted as
the common individual's highest aspiration, as well as cause for the greatest moral trepidation. From a
collective standpoint, the Sixth Generation asks, "Social progress, but at what expense?"

In particular, within the latter period of the Sixth Generation--dubbed the "amateur cinema" by Chinese film
historian Zhang Zhen--cinema verite styles (e.g., New Chinese Documentary Movement) have been adopted
by filmmakers to capture the transformations of the urban and rural spaces of the post-reform (post-1978) era.
(4) These directors of the second wave of the Sixth Generation reflect a form of cinematic activism that,
according to Jia, arose from a desperate and collective desire to capture present reality before it was
destroyed or radically transformed. (5) In The World, this sense of the ephemerality of the present and of the
real pertains not only to space, but also to familial and romantic relationships. Indeed, himself a Shanxi
province native, Jia Zhangke is particularly sensitive to the ephemerality of relationships between members of
the so-called "floating population," a group of migrants (consisting of laborers and citizens from all walks of
life) who have no formal residence in China's major urban centers, but have migrated--often out of dire
economic necessity--from their home provinces in search of vocational opportunities. (6)

To explore the possibilities of socioeconomic mobility for the "floating population," Jia's post-socialist realist
films have often dealt with how social legitimacy, or others' perception of one's social status within a migrant
community, is directly related to one's ability to freely travel from one locale to another. However, The World is
unique among Jia's films, then, in that its narrative is no longer set in a location undergoing drastic and
blatantly noticeable change. Indeed, not only does the recently constructed suburban space of Beijing seem
far more "completed" than the rural provinces, but "The World" theme park is also an utterly hermetic and
manufactured space.

Significantly, then, socioeconomic mobility (indeed, physical survival) is no longer tied to spatial mobility as in
Jia's earlier films since the migrant workers of "The World" already have relatively stable occupations. Rather,
spatial mobility raises the social habitus of the migrant worker by giving it surplus cultural value, a value that
requires further contextualization within the contemporary Chinese setting.

Specifically, the blurring of reality and cultural fantasies for the relatively immobile migrant workers trapped in
The World seems both to encourage as well as result from highly mobile lifestyles that alternate between the
consumption and production of global cultural spectacles such as "The World" theme park offers. Trotting on
horseback around a miniaturized replica of Stonehenge, playing the role of flight attendants with no airport to
fly out of, and performing as jewelry-encrusted Indian dancers who quickly become kimono-clad Japanese
maidens, the workers' fluid and interchangeable roles as producers and consumers of spectacle indeed
provide them with a fantastical and imagined cosmopolitanism. For these worker-consumers, traveling is no
longer a liberating physical act, but is reduced to more static forms of visual spectacle that may be most
efficiently packaged and consumed. (7) Like grounded airport workers taking imagined vacations by window-
shopping outside the foreign cultural exhibits in the terminal, one's desire to travel is constantly fed by the
spectacles one encounters. But, this kind of travel is no vacation, nor do the migrant workers have the
socioeconomic means to enjoy being merely tourists within "The World." (8)

While the ironies of workers being on a virtual "vacation" may be amusing, studies of the cultural economic
discourses and policies of the Chinese post-socialist era suggest that the failure to consume "culture"
(wenhua) has significant consequences. Simply put, one who does not properly or adequately consume
culture also fails in their duty to be a proper citizen. As Jing Wang suggests in "Culture as Capital and Capital
as Culture," leisure culture campaigns in the post-socialist era set up by the government in Beijing (such as
the Feb. 1996 "Civilization Contract with Residents") have promoted tourism, long weekends, "double leisure
days," and unannounced one-week holidays that conflate the consumption of leisure culture (xiuxian wenhua)
with "learning how to become a modern and civilized Beijingese." Significantly, Jing Wang observes that "the
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resident's capacity for being a modern, cultured, and public citizen is now measured by his or her recognition
of the changing concept of time into that of pastime.... [T]he concept of civil resident itself incorporates the
new meaning of the civil consumer." (9) In this regard, the group of consumer-producer migrant workers in
The World are unable to separate pastime from work time. They dwell at the margins and in the interstices not
only of cultural consumption and production, but also of citizenship itself. Keeping this contemporary social
dicta in mind, character development in The World clearly challenges this cultural logic of Chinese post-
socialist capitalism.

Tying this critique to more macroscopic concerns regarding the relationship between China's commodity
culture and global cultural flows, Tonglin Lu argues that the manifestation of these cultural ambivalences
through The World's spectacular and hyperrealist visual aesthetic demonstrates how local social practices
have become dominated by a postmodern spatial economy, where advanced forms of globalization
encourage the replacement of all material modes of expression with commodity fetishism. (10) Considering,
however, that the political economic models being drawn from (including those formulated by Slavoj Zizek,
Guy Debord, and Louis Althusser) are not problematized in the context of Chinese neoliberalism--often
referred to as "Capitalism with Chinese Characteristics" to reflect Chinese neoliberalism's appropriation and
translation of global neoliberalist discourses--Lu's discussion of the film's hyperrealist aesthetic and production
of spectacle concludes with generalizations regarding the forms of emotional alienation experienced by the
characters, altogether overlooking the socio-historical specificities of China's migrant laborers and their
representation in Sixth Generation cinema. (11) Such a "top-down" approach to studying the uneven social
effects and local particularities of Chinese neoliberalism certainly highlights the global image economies that
spatially localized modes of visual perception circulate within, but it also risks reifying the local/global binary to
duplicate the very forms of cultural and spatial homogenization so criticized.

To complicate Lu's notion that spectacularized fantasies of mobility encroach on locally lived experiences, this
essay adopts a "mid-level" approach by arguing that everyday spatial practices, as well as the cultural
ambivalences resulting from their spectacularization, are self-regulated through the workers' consumption and
production of spectacle, activities the camera also reflexively and consciously partakes of. Indeed, like the
sense of stop-and-go travel mimicked by the camera movement in the very first shot of The World, most of the
camera's attention is lavished not on the film's many characters, but rather on the gaudy, surreal, and often
ethereal-looking spaces of suburban Beijing, the landmarks of "The World" theme park, the urban
infrastructure beneath and surrounding the park, building construction sites, and CG-animations of various
dream-spaces of intercity travel. (12) Notably, the camera's "tours" of the characters' living spaces and
spatially contiguous environments constitute a marked departure from the detached and observatory aesthetic
characterizing the visual style of Jia's previous films. While long shots of the characters are still familiarly
captured in long takes and the camera remains cautious not to provoke the characters, the camera's
autonomous movements when it travels past the characters or simply dollies through empty spaces draws
attention to the very processes and mechanisms by which space is produced. In other words, the camera's
autonomy itself generates spectacles out of everyday locales, rather than merely providing representations of
spectacles seen by the characters. Together with the stylistic abruptness with which CG-animated sequences
appear to depict scenes of traveling in and out of the amusement park, embedded in these scenes are
spectacles addressed directly at the viewer, at times showing the limitations and other times encouraging the
passive consumption of spectacle either by exceeding or being constrained by Jia's long-shot, long-take
"realism."

Indeed, the experience of Beijing's spaces in The World can be equally frustrating for the characters as for the
spectators: one comes out from the film with no more knowledge of Beijing outside "The World" theme park,
or the real global landmarks than the migrant workers themselves. Like the characters, who grow increasingly
critical of their socioeconomic position and become conscious of their inability to truly move outside "The
World" theme park, the film's construction of narrative space reveals the falseness of the park's simulated
cosmopolitanism, yet does so according to its own constraining and self-conscious regulation of mobile mise-
en-scene. One thus begins to question, with this overbearing emphasis on spaces of passage and the signs
of rapid urbanization, whether the dynamism of space itself expresses the ambivalence faced by the
characters, that social interaction and the experience of mobility have in fact been reduced to rigidly
compartmentalized and disciplined patterns of movement. (13)

In The Production of Space, sociologist Henri Lefebvre theorizes the inseparability of social relations from
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space, what he thus refers to as social space. (14) But exactly in what ways are social relations inseparable
from the spaces of The World? Lefebvre connects social communication to space by observing, "Every
language is located in space. Every discourse says something about a space (places or sets of places); and
every discourse is emitted from a space. Distinctions must be drawn between discourse in space, discourse
about space and the discourse of space." (15) In this regard, The World takes us on a whirlwind tour of the
migrant workers' social space by leading us into the characters' everyday trajectories within the park as
discourses in space, into text messages relaying locational information as discourses about space, and into a
mobile mise-en-scene (e.g. the first shot of Tao in the hallway) as discourses of space. It is also telling that,
with communication so ubiquitous, the characters are--for the most part--socially alienated from one another.

The construction of spatial discourses and social identity in 1990s Chinese urban cinema has been thoroughly
explored in Linda Chiu-Han Lai's "Whither the Walker Goes: Spatial Practices and Negative Poetics in 1990s
Chinese Urban Cinema." Also seeking a mid-level understanding of how social spaces are filmically
represented, Lai adopts "the term heterotopia (to) guard against rushed generalizations of a new China born
by rapid changes." (16) Heterotopia acts for Lai as an interpretive framework that illuminates how the Chinese
urban environment is "a single space with multiple orderings, encounters, cores and planes ... otherness,
liminality, and hybridity." (17) Traversing such heterotopias are the fldnerie and derive, two paradigmatic
modes by which the characters in 1990s urban Chinese cinema interact with urban spaces. (18) Cautiously
translating these modernist concepts to the Chinese context, the modes of spatial interaction are also linked
to the film characters' moral and social outlook, emotional characterization, age, relationship with other
generations, relationship with other characters, and the ability to adapt to urbanization. Of her many insights
into spatial praxis in 1990s urban Chinese cinema, Lai's hermeneutic for investigating the ways in which
habitus and identity are both formulated by and effect the mappings of the characters' social spaces is
particularly instructive, as it distinguishes between: (1) the sites of convergence, a unit of heterotopic space,
(2) modes of movement between sites of convergence by the urban agent who either "walks" or "drifts"
through (3) spaces of movement to arrive at these sites of convergence.

This essay's methodology for mapping the social spaces in The World through "thick descriptions" of filmic
space is thus informed by, but also builds upon Lai's spatial taxonomy to highlight how the dialectic of mobility
and immobility, a binary previously discussed in socioeconomic terms, structures the film's mode of realism as
it regulates the film's use of mise-en-scene and resulting modes of spatial perception. Mimicking the dialectic
of mobility and immobility staged by the film's spatial discourses, my mappings of filmic spaces in The World
are deliberately structured out of alignment with the plot, alternating instead between sections of thick analysis
and contextualization in spatial theories. This reflexive hermeneutic is adopted to avoid focusing singularly on
the immobilizing draw of architectural spectacle, or the experience of mobile perception through the film's
phantasmagoric presentation of spaces of movement. Indeed, an uncritical view of either mode of perception
may lead to a mistaken characterization of the film's representations of mobility and immobility as either
resistant against or complicit with the urban social hierarchies of China's neoliberal economy, when in fact the
mechanisms of social spatial management proposed by the film are arguably far more sophisticated, equally
enforced through economic and cultural regulations as by the migrant workers' self-disciplining practices of
commodity consumption and production.

Just as the possibilities and foreclosures of the characters' collective and individual resistance are revealed in
the film but never fully answered through the mapping of many discourses (e.g. geographical, architectural,
and spatial) that manage the social relations created within the political economy of "The World" theme park,
my task in this essay is not to identify the film's critical representation of the production of space as a
"successful" or "unsuccessful" one, nor to focus on any single aspect of the film's social spaces. Rather,
multiple text-centric and critical spatial lenses are superimposed over The World's settings to explore a variety
of avenues into examining the characters' social and cultural ambivalences.

An overarching concern of this piece, therefore, is to advocate for the continued significance of deep textual
analysis, sometimes deliberately overlooked in histories of 1990s-2000s Chinese urban cinema. In the
currently most expansive English-language collection examining this body of films, The Urban Generation,
Zhang Zhen defends the anthology's departure from more "traditional" methods of textual analysis: "In sharing
the focus on urbanization and the method of contextual and intertextual analysis of films and other related
audio-visual or literary material, our aim is to make broader, though by no means facile, connections between
cultural production and its referents. For too long cinema studies has concentrated on self-contained textual
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analysis that tends to isolate films from their rich intertextual and contextual relations." (19) While it is certainly
true that textual analysis of Chinese films through West-centric theoretical frameworks produces culturalist, or
at best self-contained generalizations when there is insufficient contextualization, the rush to discover
significations between the "macroscopic characteristics" of the filmic text (e.g. plots, narrative themes, and
overall aesthetic style) with multiple contextualizations often overdetermines or overshadows the film's
political discourses, reflecting more of the attitudes taken by the critical contextual frameworks and less of the
films themselves. Addressing these considerations and underscoring the importance of problematizing the
generic binaries (e.g. local/global, nativist/ postmodernist, tradition/modemity, material/spectacular, and
minor/major) that have often been employed uncritically in stylistic periodizations and auteurist histories of
post-Reform Chinese cinema, this essay proposes the dialectic of immobility and mobility as an entry-point
into mid-level studies of the textual representation of spatiality in 1990s-2000s Chinese urban cinema.

Around 'The World" from Manhattan to Belleville

Let us begin our exploration of the social space of The World with Taisheng--where does he stand on the
social ladder? Working as a park security guard, Taisheng enjoys vocational stability, is actually mobile by
means of a company van that he drives as if it were his own, and is highly familiar with the urban environment.
Giving a tour of the theme park to "Little Sister" and Sanlai, his recently arrived friends from back home, he
points to "Manhattan," proudly claiming: "The Twin Towers were bombed on September 11. We still have
them." He continues a grand tour of Big Ben, the Eiffel Tower, and Notre Dame merely by pointing his finger in
various directions around the frame. Taisheng thus shows off his mastery of the space of "The World," as if
being a security guard at this amusement park translates into being a globetrotting entrepreneur who is not
only a citizen of cosmopolitan Beijing, but also a citizen of the world!

Significantly, Taisheng's pride in the faux Twin Towers and his own cosmopolitanism demonstrates that he is
neither truly concerned with "authentic" experiences of the West nor of maintaining any connection with his
former "Shanxi culture." Moreover, rather than actually walking from one location in "The World" to another,
Taisheng's use of assertive words and hand signals not only shows a precise and comprehensive
understanding of the layout of the theme park, but also allows him to convincingly perform the role of a
seasoned traveler. Indeed, within Lefebvre's framework of social space, Taisheng values discourses about
space more than discourses in space. (20) Certainly, this almost purely visualized form of spatial knowledge is
particularly valuable to encounters in a theme park that is curiously devoid of both signs and maps. Indeed,
the only discernible markers are on tiny posts in front of each landmark. This may seem a trivial point, but as
studies of spatial orientation in urban environments demonstrate, signs play highly specific roles in forming
travelers' spatial knowledge.

Sociologist Ole Jensen writes that spatial orientation is conventionally inscribed in discourses that are
regulatory (e.g. municipal orders), infrastructural (e.g. highway signs), commercial (e.g. advertisements on
billboards), and transgressive (e.g. graffiti), all of which constitute an "interaction order" that social agents
moving within such a space must navigate in order to make sense of their surroundings. (21) In "The World,"
however, the landmarks are so iconic they seem to speak for themselves. Surely, one does not need a sign
for the Eiffel Tower, when the Eiffel Tower has become a sign unto itself, visible not only from the monorail, but
also from behind the park and over the highways.

Nonetheless, the minimal signage does not mean that The World's characters are no longer regulated through
an "interaction order" as they move through the theme park. Rather, because the "interaction order" now
operates also in the realm of vision, Taisheng, who has a knowledge of where to look, masters space more
efficiently standing in a single spot than do his newcomer friends, who must actually walk through crowds of
tourists to find Taisheng. (22) As Taisheng ironically tries to convince Qiu, there is no need to travel physically
to Paris, if one can see the Eiffel Tower, Notre Dame, and Arc de Triomphe in the theme park, all framed to
maximize one's viewing pleasure. In this regard, park visitors photographing visual illusions of each other
propping up a miniaturized Leaning Tower of Pisa, or superimposing themselves through blue screen
technology onto a magic carpet ride that rises over the landmarks of the world, are simultaneously engaged in
discourses of space (each action involves a form of spatial technology), in space (each action occurs in
space), and about space (each action imagines travelling). These spatial discourses provide all the "evidence"
the parks' tourists need to prove that they are seasoned travelers. In other words, actual travelling may be
nice, but what matters more are the beneficial social effects of mastering the discourses of travel. After all,
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one does not really become a good citizen by traveling abroad. Rather, a cosmopolitan citizen must stay
localized while expending economic and cultural capital that signifies "the world."

Unlike Taisheng, however, Tao does not seem so sure this is the way to live. Laying on the bed with Taisheng
during their off-hours, she is skeptical of his promises. "It's time to enjoy your life," Taisheng says and
continues, "On the first night that I arrived in Beijing, I lay in this bed, listening to the sound of trains. And I
thought, on this territory, I must build a reputation, to let you live a better life." Thus, it becomes clear that as a
migrant worker who has lived in Beijing for only three years, Taisheng's primary concern is to attain
socioeconomic agency, which apparently will only come to him within the delineated "territory" of the theme
park. Further, the sound of trains both reminds him of the home he no longer is willing to return to, as well as
of the broader mobility he may ultimately attain if he makes a name for himself in the city. His aspirations and
achievements, Taisheng claims, are to support Tao, and perhaps even to make a home for the two of them in
the cultural hub of China.

Tao, however, seems to realize what Taisheng will not accept- that their only home is within the warren of
dressing rooms, decrepit washrooms, and infrastructural machinery hidden beneath and behind the
spectacular facades of "The World." It is only in these subaltern spaces that a theme park can serve as home
for a migrant worker community when all else are forged representations of Western locales designed to be
consumed, rather than lived in. As Taisheng's lover, Qiu, notes with irony, the one landmark that "The World"
seems to lack is Belleville, the Parisian Chinatown. And rightly so, as it would be truly perverse to have a
simulation of Chinatown, within a simulation of the world, set within the suburbs of the capital of China.

Who Needs a Home?

Homeless yet desirous of travel, these enigmatic migrant workers are constantly on the go, although in reality
going nowhere. Thus, they cling to failing relationships as their last bastion of social stability. Unlike the park
tourists, "home" is not a stable physical nor imagined place to which they can return. Rather, late in the film,
when Taisheng jokes that Tao has become a "house-sitter" for a newlywed migrant worker couple, the painful
reality for both of them is that a physical home is as much an impossible luxury as is actual mobility.
Furthermore, "home" becomes a shameful reminder of the families left behind in Shanxi. This reminder is
most prominent after a construction accident befalls relative newcomer "Little Sister," when an informal funeral
is attended by Taisheng, Sanlai, and "Little Sister's" family members in a desolate construction site of half-
completed concrete pylons and steel trusses. Indeed, it is striking how the film is utterly devoid of
"conventional" and stable domestic settings whether urban or rural. The films' migrant characters are almost
always moving through space, or imagining movement beyond the space they're in. Be it gazing out the
windows of a monorail, walking through corridors, glancing at the Eiffel Tower from the park periphery, driving
in cars over empty roads that are only corridors of a larger scale, or standing in the middle of a train station
filled with escalators and monitors displaying ads, the characters seem to only occupy spaces that point to
places lying beyond where they find themselves. Because these spaces have the peculiar quality of existing
only to be passed through, they evoke what anthropologist Marc Auge calls "non-places," or spaces "which
cannot be defined as relational, or historical, or concerned with identity." (23) In this regard, Jia notes, "More
and more, I get the feeling that the surreal has become reality in Beijing." (24)

Just because the characters are constantly moving through these so-called "non-places," however, does not
mean that their personal relationships, histories, and identities are non-existent. Specifically, Auge notes that
"the link between individuals and their surroundings in the space of non-place is established through the
mediation of words, or even texts," where the words and texts offer "'instructions for use,' which may be
prescriptive ('Take right-hand lane'), prohibitive ('No smoking') or informative ('You are now entering the
Beaujolais region')." (25) Thus, it is not that relationships in non-places are entirely absent. Rather, like the
corner in the theme park between the miniature Manhattan and Big Ben where Taisheng's imagined
relationship with the world is mediated purely through vision, non-places are spaces of primarily semiotic
relations, where discourse appropriates reality and simulates the sensual materiality of the actual. Similarly,
non-places are ahistorical, this in so far as "they are lived through in the present," where "what reigns ... is
actuality, the urgency of the present moment." (26) In other words, being able to see a miniature Twin Towers
even after their disappearance in actuality indeed speaks to the park administration's flagrant disregard for
historical events as well as geography. What matters in such a non-place is that the Towers can still be
presently seen as complete. Non-places thus serve the ideology of progress, which rewrites the past as
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surreal in order to intensify the experience of consumption in the present.

Most importantly, while identities in non-places are clearly not shaped by actual sociohistorical relations, they
are circumscribed by the functionality of the spaces of passage, with which "the user of a non-place is in
contractual relations." (27) Thus, in The World, the recently arrived migrant workers "Little Sister" and Sanlai
are no longer meeting the Erxiao of their childhood, but an anonymous security guard of the non-place of "The
World," where, as Erxiao himself proudly exclaims, "like in the military, the uniform is of course free!" Ironically,
both Erxiao's and Taisheng's pride emerges from how their "anonymity" speaks to an imagined social position
that they do not occupy. For instance, completely ignoring how Sanlai has lightly mocked him as "guarding
imperial property," Taisheng has entered into a social contract with the non-place of "The World." That is,
Taisheng must have faith that spatial knowledge within the theme park translates directly into control over his
so-called "territory." Indeed, Taisheng is as much a subaltern employee as any other performer or staff
member, the only difference being his role-playing of an "officer" and world citizen rather than a dancer. "Little
Sister" and Sanlai, the newly arriving migrant workers who have no experience living in Beijing, however,
choose to work in construction rather than as security guards. Indeed, they don't seem at all overly impressed
with Taisheng's world tour, and new to this new world order, they realize that role-playing the military police of
a miniaturized world is no match for some hard-earned cash. But why, then, are Taisheng and Tao so drawn in
to the spectacles of this non-place; and more importantly, why does the film produce an autocritical
construction of this non-place by generating a sense of attraction for its spectators?

The Pyramids of Giza, by Way of India

Like the characters who find it impossible to look away from the faux Eiffel Tower by virtue of its omnipresence
and sheer size (however miniaturized), we as spectators find ourselves both physically constrained and
immobilized, yet captivated and moved by the theme park's spectacular performances of transnational
fantasy. To identify modes of resistance against this spectacular non-place, it is necessary to first deconstruct
its spatial framework. Fortunately, only a few shots after Tao's walk through the corridor in the title sequence,
this tug of war between spectacular reality and everyday unreality is developed in a long take in which the
geographic layout and perimeter of the park are established.

The camera frames a long shot of Tao traveling to "India" by the park's aerial monorail, leaning out the window
and calling out to Erxiao, who is walking below. The monorail's speed is diminished significantly to simulate
the experience of seeing the landmarks pass by slowly, as if travelers are on a fast, but real train far from the
buildings. With such modifications to the scale of travel, however, it has become possible even in this space of
transit to duplicate an everyday experience of greeting a friend, as one might have done simply walking down
a street. In other words, the non-place is reduced to the everyday scale of the individual but not to that of the
social collective.

Tao, in fact, has the choice to continue her journey to "India" without waving out of the window, nor does she
have to call out to Erxiao. Having just spoken to him on the cell phone, her itinerary has already been
communicated to both Erxiao and to us as spectators. Thus, her greeting is purely gratuitous from the
perspective of functionality. Furthermore, the monorail only moves in one direction and only stops at specific
sites. Thus, the exchange of spatial information ("I'm going to India") over the cell phone, the trajectory of the
monorail, and Tao's movement in this space of passage, are discourses about space, of space, and in space,
respectively-each and together producing a spatial order which limits the possible interactions Tao may have
with her surroundings. But, it is precisely Tao's "non-functional" call-out to Erxiao that cues the camera to
slowly move in the direction of her gaze, towards the contiguous space beneath the monorail. By discovering
this everyday human relation in a non-place, Tao's interaction with her surroundings has momentarily defied
the spatial order. Significantly, this spatial transgression is actualized in the camera movement that strays
away from the linear trajectory of the monorail.

During the camera's movement, the background of suburban Beijing becomes visible, with the park's Arc De
Triomphe and Greek architecture occupying the mid-ground behind the monorail line. Truly a surreal
composition, the highly modernized and sprawling backdrop of Beijing, with its skyscrapers and apartment
towers, speak of an eternal present, while the miniature landmarks access an imagination of an eternal past.
If this is still a non-place, then it is a highly schizophrenic one--that is, the geography cannot make up its mind
as to what era or nation it belongs. Rather like Michel Foucault's "heterotopias," which "juxtapose in a single
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real place several spaces, several sites that are in themselves incompatible," the temporalities of this space
are heterochronic. (28) That is, the spectator, like the tourist, is caught up in the mythical qualities of these
landmarks, which are subverted by the sight of Beijing's suburbs.

Before the spectator has time to make sense of this spatiotemporal disjointedness, the camera jibs leftward,
where the park's grassy expanse quickly ends. As Beijing, the monorail tracks, and the Arc De Triomphe
disappear into the off-screen space, the entire frame becomes occupied by sand dunes, background to a
group of security guards walking in unison, each with a water canister hoisted over their shoulders. The
geographic scale of this collective motion, as well as the geography, speaks of an entirely separate space and
time from the previous part of the same long take. Nonetheless, the desert as non-place, like the monorail,
seems strangely full of life; the guards constantly turn their heads, fan themselves off with their caps, laugh,
chat, and struggle to balance the water canisters. Like Tao on the monorail, while they are moving with an
objective (as if on a track towards their destination), their everyday interactions appropriate this non-place.
Significantly, none of them even looks at the landmarks that certainly grab the tourists' attention.

As the security guards walk out of frame, the camera tilts up to reveal a striking low angle shot of the
pyramids, which suddenly dominates the entire field of view. Realistically speaking, the pyramids are of a
smaller geographic scale than the sand dunes. Yet the composition suggests that, in contrast to the sand
dunes, the pyramids are mythically enormous, towering over both the landscape and the workers. This
architectural monumentality is only further amplified as the camera continues dollying back. With the workers
nowhere to be found and the Beijing background offscreen, a sphinx appears in the foreground to fully
(sur)realize the spectacle. Thus, the everyday-ness of this heterotopic non-place disappears as quickly as it
had emerged. Without a human figure in sight, the spectator--whose point of view is identified with the gaze of
the camera--becomes the sole tourist of this non-place, drawn into the mesmerizing mythic monumentality of
this architecture, yet skeptical of its "authenticity" as it is disjointed in space and time. The mobile camera then
circles around the sphinx to further fix our gaze on the pyramid, while the park's slogan, "See the world
without ever leaving Beijing," appears ironically. We are reminded that no matter how the pyramids open up a
space for our occidental imaginations, this is still ultimately a closed set in Beijing.

Foucault writes, "Heterotopias always presuppose a system of opening and closing that both isolates them
and makes them penetrable." (29) Thus, this series of attractions and repulsions, while disorienting, is a
natural effect of such a heterotopic space, and suggests that a critique of the space is built into its very
construction. In fact, this non-place becomes immediately penetrated by a shot of the park from a location set
behind, and outside, "The World." This cut performs a spatial inversion: the interior "core" of "The World" is
now perceived as an exterior "periphery." With "The World" turned inside-out, we see a homeless man (his
face completely invisible to us) carrying a large sack of belongings as he walks towards the right, but then
stopping to turn around to face the camera just as he is visually adjacent to the Eiffel Tower in the
background. The stick the worker is carrying seems as long as the Eiffel Tower itself! This comic reversal of
the monumentality of the landmarks reminds viewers that everyday spaces do indeed exist outside of "The
World," and that the non-places of the theme park, when seen from afar, are ultimately as insignificant as the
lone figure of an anonymous homeless man. Furthermore, as previous observations demonstrate, everyday
spatial practices fluidly emerge and dissipate within park spaces and against the ubiquity of spectacle. Thus,
while it may be appealing to assert that the performance and events of public life are subjugated within a
spatial order that programs cultural distinctions into a homogenized experience, or as social geographer
Andrew Wood calls it, an "omnitopia," to do so would be to foreclose Jia's spatio-social critique. (30)

To be sure, as the slogan of "The World" lays bare, "See the world without ever leaving Beijing," the design of
the park aspires to "enact a totalized environment of disparate terminals, nodes, and access points that
conceal a singular environment." (31) Thus, the park may be experienced by tourists as an omnitopic space
where "homogeneity, ambiguity, and anonymity, transforms multiple spaces into a sense of singular place,"
(32) but Jia constantly reminds us of how the park is located in an unevenly developed suburban locale and is
also being misused by the workers. Here, in "The World," the omnipresence of construction workers,
migrants, and numerous other subalterns serve as visual and dysfunctional punctuations to an otherwise
omnitopically functional space of touri Stic leisure. Nevertheless, as tourists of this space ourselves, Jia's
visual mockery of "The World" is inevitably undercut, as the film's captivating aura of surrealism derives its
power from our very knowledge that its cinematic tricks are always on the verge of being undermined. In fact,
it is the camera's fluid alternation between depicting the collapse of fiction on the one hand and generating
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mythic value on the other that spectator-tourists find themselves mesmerized and willing participants of The
World's spectacle. Does Jia's critique of omni topic space serve, then, only to create a sophisticated
experience of omnitopia for the spectator-tourist? In other words, how can a critique of the disparity between
fantasy and reality be performed, when the visual construction of the space already blurs the distinction
between the two?

Unfamiliar Territory

The problematic issue of whether "The World" as heterotopic non-place is experienced by the viewer as an
omnitopia can be phrased in less abstract terms. It is essentially the issue of how this experience is both
narrated and made into a narrative for the spectator-tourist and the characters. Helpful here are some
concepts from architect Bernard Tschumi, who explores the junctures between semiotics and architectural
experience in Architecture and Disjunction. Tschumi defines spatial narratives as assemblages of "sequences"
that tie together "space," "event," and "movement." These spatial narratives may be used to oppose a spatial
order only if their sequencing "violently" breaks apart the assumed unity of their constituents. Constituted by a
person's trajectory moving through architectural spaces, the spatial narrative as a semiotic system would thus
become transgressive not only when the everyday events of social interaction are staged in a non-place, but
also when its users are unfamiliar with the spatial order to which they are subject. (33) As the following
example demonstrates, however, spatial narratives may also subscribe to the spatial order, its potential for
transgression constrained.

For the tourists within "The World," photography is both a tool of narration and an activity within the tourist's
itinerary. Indeed, as social geographer Caroline Scarles writes, "Photographs and photography facilitate the
authoring and creation of extensions of self in place, simultaneously capturing moments as lived and securing
projected memories." (34) Photography's mode of narration is enabled by the performance of spatial ritual,
which ritual implies, for Tschumi, "a near-frozen relationship between space and event." (35) Significantly, this
ritual is not entirely imposed by the architecture of the park, although it is encouraged by the way each of the
sites is located far enough apart from others, so that a camera's field of view would not necessarily include
more than one landmark at a time. Nonetheless, the sites are still spaced close enough to each other so that
the travel time from one site to the next is minimized, in such a way that the tourists can travel from one
location to another efficiently. As Scarles writes of tourists, "Visual practice, therefore, emerges as a series of
negotiations and compromises as tourists merge ideological imaginings with the unfolding realities of place."
(36)

Like the spectator who must sit in the circumscribed space of the theater to experience the event of cinema,
tourists must stay within the park in order to experience a tour around "The World." (37) In both sites,
experiences of being in-place (photo-taking) and being in-between places (traveling) are simulated as a
sequence of photo-taking opportunities from one miniaturized landmark to the next. Indeed, both cinematic
and theme park narratives of spatial control are dependent on a keen balance between mobility and
immobility. In relation to the theme park, if these were the only narratives possible, "The World" would truly
have lived up to its omnitopic aspirations. Fortunately, however, some travelers cannot afford to own cameras
and thus are exempt from the techno-specular system of mobility. Here, I am referring to "Little Sister" and
Sanlai when they first arrive in the park. As they maneuver through the treacherous walkway to avoid both
mobile and immobile tourists enthusiastically consuming space (and taking photos), their main objective is to
find Taisheng. What is the first thing that a disoriented traveler in "The World" would be on the lookout for?
Signs. As social semiotician Gillian Fuller writes on the use of signs in orienting and directing flows in airports,
"Signage, known in the professional literature as wayfinding, is a spatial mode of interactivity. Graphical
signage cools down the anxiety of unfamiliar terrains and replaces it with a familiar authority--the sovereign
structures of transit systems." (38)

Yet, as I mentioned earlier, the buildings themselves serve as the primary signs. Indeed, if "wayfinding is
conceived of as spatial problem solving," the park presents a particularly challenging task for "Little Sister"
and Sanlai. (39) Without signs other than the buildings themselves, our travelers must look at the landmarks
as sources of spatial information. But, like the spectators, they are duped by the empty promise of spatial
information and attracted instead by the landmark's spectacle. In particular, as they walk past the Leaning
Tower, Sanlai does a double take as he sees the miniaturized Vatican. Fuller writes how the '"cognitive map'
that the traveler forms in order to make 'decisions' is formed by the imperative to move and a series of
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inclusions and exclusions that direct one's path." (40) Here, not only the two men's, but also the workers'
cognitive maps are no longer tied to truly "local" markers. Rather, the coordinates they receive do not in any
way help them to master their local environment, instead only encouraging them to imagine spaces abroad.
Non-tourists like "Little Sister" and Sanlai, who are only in the capital city for construction work, have little use,
then, for a cognitive map that localizes transnational imaginings.

The two men's trajectories thus become uncertain. Deterred momentarily by the spectacle, they continue
slowing down and almost consider stopping when they pass the exhibit's descriptive marker, but resume their
leftward pace. Sanlai turns his head against the camera and slows again, while "Little Sister," in the rear,
comes to a complete stop. The camera has momentarily stopped tracking and now frames the miniaturized
Vatican in dead center. But, before "Little Sister" has a moment to fully take in the sight, he notices how Sanlai
has already walked off-screen. "Little Sister" picks up the pace again to catch up, and the long take continues
with similar patterns of movement. In this tug of war between mobility and immobility, the alternation between
attraction and repulsion towards the spectacle reappears. The two men are at one moment resisting, and at
another yielding to the attraction of these spectacular sights (and sites). Thus, their "dysfunctional" spatial
narrative seems responsible for revealing the heterotopic nature of this otherwise omnitopic space. While both
men struggle with the seemingly natural desire to stop and gaze at the spectacle, they are radically unlike the
tourists, who are fully immobilized in their spatial rituals of trick photography.

Relating in Space

To better comprehend the crucial role that the control of mobility plays in shaping the social space of The
World, it is important to note that the spatialization of social relations between the characters, which have
created social hierarchies based on their knowledge and command of space both within and outside the
theme park, is not only differentiated by their status as a consumer, producer, or consumer-producer, but also,
as noted earlier, by their interactions with space. Thus, even gender relations are coded in spatial terms.

For example, when Tao goes outside of the park to meet her ex-boyfriend, Taisheng takes the elevator to the
top of the Eiffel Tower, where he will have both the best sight of the park and also the best reception for his
walkie-talkie. Switching the walkie talkie to a private channel, he asks another security guard if he has seen
Tao with another man. As he receives word that she has just left the park, the camera pans to the right,
revealing both the perimeter of the park and also the monorail below. Thus, camera movements, as
discourses of space motivated by Taisheng's discourses about space, visualize how Tao is placed under
surveillance. Here, Taisheng's spatial knowledge is not merely a matter to boast about; acquired through a
technology of communication, it has become Taisheng's way of tracking Tao's movements.

Most significantly, immediately after Tao, reluctant to have sex, leaves Taisheng's room, she receives a text
message: "Let's see how far you can run!--Taisheng." What ensues is an animated CG sequence where
spectators are provided with a shocking and spectacular point of view of one moving over the space of the
highway. Representing both Tao's "interior life" and cued to Taisheng's text message, this discourse in space
seems to represent Tao's affective resistance against Taisheng's mastery of the discourses about space. Yet,
the burst of CGI affect does not last. Moreover, the CG sequence is not a radically unmotivated discontinuity,
but prompted primarily to counter Taisheng's use of text messaging as a form of spatial surveillance. Is
nothing in The World free of spatial control?

Thus far, we have taken an express tour of the social space of The World. We have seen that those who are
purely consumers (the tourists), purely producers (the construction workers), or are consumer-producers
(Taisheng, Tao, and others who work in the park), each interact with the non-places of "The World" in highly
distinct fashions. Simply put, the consumers subscribe most willingly to the omnitopic experience of cultural
tourism, while the producers who "misuse" this space are least likely to blur the fantasy of mobility with real
world mobility. It is thus the consumer-producers who suffer from the most ambivalence as their contradictory
blurring of fantasy with everyday reality reveals heterotopic qualities of "The World." Living within heterotopic
space is thus both the migrant workers' mode of survival as well as the greatest barrier to their socioeconomic
mobility.

In terms of spatial narratives, the misuse of space (as in the previous example of Sanlai and "Little Sister's"
arrival) occurs when event (their stops and go's) and space (the exact locations of the landmarks) are not in
lockstep. In contrast, spatial rituals subscribe fully to an interaction order since movement functions to keep
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event and space in unison (tourists move from one optimal location to another to photograph each landmark
separately). Despite the numerous spatial narratives that abound in "The World," Jia's socio-spatial critique
remains elusive. Specifically, despite highlighting the heterotopic nature of the park's omnitopic space, the
spatial constraints of Jia's cinematography not only manage the mobility of the three social categories by
blurring everyday reality with fantasy, but also produce an omnitopic experience for the spectator. Here,
mirroring Tao's experience of "The World," the narrative creates a sense of momentum, but has nowhere to go
except into the animated CG sequences. These sequences seem, if only temporarily, to resist most forms of
spatial constraint. Let us follow Tao in a sequence in which only Taisheng receives a text message and thus
not a direct form of spatial control as in the CGI sequence described earlier--to see if these flights of fantasy
truly live up to their potential.

Violating Beijing's Virtual Airspace

Dressed in an airline flight attendant's uniform, Tao is sitting on Taisheng's lap in the cockpit of the retired
plane inside the park. While the background electrical hum simulates the sound of an airplane engine in flight,
their conversation leads nowhere. No clouds or landscapes float by outside the murky windows, and a public
announcement keeps reminding the viewer that the plane has been grounded but is authentic, having
formerly flown international routes. After Taisheng receives a text message from his employer Song, Tao finds
an opportunity to leave the dismal environment, imploring Taisheng, "Being stuck here all day has almost
turned me into a ghost. Please take me outside to explore around."

As the airplane engines rev, the sequence shockingly cuts to an animated close-up of the cell phone with the
text message "Song," displayed across the screen. The name "Song" signifies a space outside the cockpit
where the character Song--Taisheng's employer--is located, a space beyond the confines of "The World." We
then break through the animated screen into a CG environment where the sun is bright yellow, the horizon is
purple, and the mood is anything but dismal or tedious. The promise of travel is imminent as an instrumental
electronic-rock song amps up in volume. The "camera" pulls back from the cell phone, while bold yellow
streaks of sunlight explode from a perfect yellow sphere like a capacitor releasing an excessive electrical
charge. Stripped of its indexical materiality, this charge signifies affect. As this explosion of color tears apart
the grey smog and cloudy weather that have thus far covered Beijing, the pleasurable domination of affect
over claustrophobic space is rendered as both an attack on the viewer's already dulled perceptions of "The
World" and the filmic medium itself.

We have just witnessed the visual conceptualization of Gilles Deleuze's virtual space, or what Brian Massumi
defines as "a realm of potential." (41) In this newly conceived space, "where futurity combines, unmediated,
with pastness, where outsides are infolded and sadness is happy," we might find ourselves disoriented, as
when we first toured through "The World" without signs. (42) But unlike the perceived space constructed from
cognitive maps that still naively depend on spectacular landmarks, the conceived CG space is itself truly
spectacular. Taisheng's spatial knowledge and his discourses about space are no match for a space that is
spectacle, what we might call the discourse of space par excellence. But if all is spectacle, how does one
"read" the space for directions? Quite simply, we can't, and we don't.

Taisheng is alone, still inside the cockpit. The frame continues to expand as it pulls back out of the plane, until
Taisheng fades from our view, and all we see are a purple outline of the airplane, bright orange and yellow
clouds, and a massive frontal view of Tao's broadly smiling CG avatar. We are poised to embark on a truly
liberating spatial narrative in which Tao no longer needs Taisheng to "take (her) outside to explore around."
Still in uniform, she is a superwoman flying through the sky. Tao's CG double takes the viewer on a tour of
Beijing in all its spectacular glory as she flies towards us and completely dominates the frame.

We are now presented with a view from behind Tao, who, with outstretched arms, flies over and towers above
a cubist Eiffel Tower as well as the park premises. Tao is on the verge of breaking free of "The World," a row
of buildings bordering the park lying just in the background. This representation seems much like the real
park, but the colors are far more saturated, the borders are clearer, and the space seems utterly flat. This
performance of affect is "two-sided," as Massumi writes, and we see the "simultaneous participation of the
virtual in the actual and the actual in the virtual, as one arises from and returns to the other." (43) In fact, the
CG Tao lies superimposed over the Eiffel Tower, the greenery, the buildings in the horizon, and the orange sky
all at once. Past, present, and future, are all flattened into a spectacle of affective release in the virtual
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domain, while nonetheless maintaining a high degree of resemblance to the actual space.

Appropriately, Tao does not fly "into" the background. Rather, with the orientation of her body utterly
unchanged, her image is merely shrunk and translated to the right, producing a simulation of flight within the
flat CG surface. But, just as she disappears into the fabric of virtual reality altogether, the pixels of the surface
change color values yet again to accommodate a new image of Tao now flying into the frame, this time over a
CG Red Square, with a tiny tower of Mao in the center. (44) But why keep referring to this simulation of Tao as
if it were her actual self? Indeed, "Tao" is nothing but a purple figure, a visual counterpoint to the sky's vertical
fade from purple to light red. In this regard, her identity diffuses into the very surface of the CG sky itself, but it
might also be the coloring of the space that gives her identity!

The boundaries between the consumption and production of spectacle are thus no longer merely blurred- they
have collapsed into each other, with the production of simulated identity itself spectacularized as a discourse
of space. The consumption of spectacle, on the other hand, is no longer subverted by Tao's everyday spatial
practice in a frustrated "real" world, as it is impossible for the spectator to associate the CG image of Tao with
her identity without also imagining the reality of space as spectacle. Significantly, with travelling reduced to an
algorithmic arrangement of vivid colors, it no longer matters that, in the present reality, Tao is never shown
traveling towards any destination outside "The World." Indeed, Tao's potential to travel can only be visualized
as a spectacle of pseudorealistic space where, as Massumi puts it, her "body does not coincide with its
present." Rather, Tao's identity has become equated with the attainment of virtual mobility, where identity
finally "coincides with its potential." (45)

Thus, the only reality of this sequence is movement, both physically as shifting color values of individual
pixels, as well as an imagined projection of the instantaneous present into the ever-immediate future. Here,
we are again neither referring to movement in space, nor movement about space, but rather the movement of
space. Like the spatial ritual of photography in the park, this spatial narrative also fuses event with space;
indeed, the event is space. Furthermore, unlike the tourists of "The World," whose movements occur for the
sake of reaching (and creating) events in space, event, space, and movement now occur in unison, liberating
Tao from circumscribed forms of movement, where as a worker and girlfriend she was subject to various
forms of surveillance both institutional and personal. Yet, such a unity of spatial experience comes with
strings--or pixels attached. Agency now runs in both directions, with the space of imagination not only shaping
subjectivity, but also generating the subject.

Without a doubt, the realm of the virtual is a pure non-place. Disorientation is impossible, as Tao's subjectivity
has itself become assimilated into this space of movement. Indeed, as Massumi notes, "the virtual is a lived
paradox where what are normally opposites coexist, coalesce, and connect; where what cannot be
experienced cannot but be felt- albeit reduced and contained." (46) The film's virtual space, then, is Jia's
impossible visualization of a simulated heterotopia, where society has found the visual form of its impossible
mirror image in the cinematic "other" of the digitally animated realm. Yet, a simulation of heterotopia is all
spectacle, becoming an omnitopia that totally collapses the acts of consumption and production so that its
spatial management is rendered utterly dysfunctional. After all, what revenue is generated for "The World," if
Tao indulges in affective release within an entirely "interior world" of simulated travel that is so spectacularized
that it escapes all exterior forms of spatial surveillance?

Indeed, this "escape of affect" becomes a simulated appropriation of spectacle as Tao becomes
superimposed over a landscape of houses in what seems like the traditional residential zones of hyper-
modernized Beijing. How ironic that in this pure non-place, representations of actual places and homes finally
emerge! Fantasy truly operates in some fairly perverse fashion in order for Tao to imagine finding a whole
array of homes from which to choose. In order to break free of immobility, a space is designed where an
image of Tao "flies" over the numerous zones of Beijing that she actually lacks access. Also perverse is that
her desire to be mobile leads her to the space of homes, stable spaces of immobility otherwise unattainable in
the filmic reality.

This perversity strikes at the core of the characters' and, indeed, the The World's formal and thematic
paradox. Specifically, slackening economic, relational, and familial ties seem a necessary precondition to
being a cosmopolitan Beijingese. Yet, because this cosmopolitanism is pure fantasy, the attainment of a
home, or any social indication of a home, is ultimately also the inevitable goal of these characters. Thus, the
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potential to break with the circumscribed and alienating narratives of socioeconomic progress finds itself both
necessary and actualized only in the virtual, where "the playing out of these potentials require an unfolding in
three-dimensional space and linear time- extension as actualization; actualization as expression." (47) But, as
the previous paragraphs question, isn't this reduction of space into spectacle (even if for the expression of
delightful affective excess) the very process that is being critiqued by the film's own construction of
heterotopic space?

Our qualms about the spectacularization of space are only compounded when the CGI image of Tao cuts
abruptly into a static shot of Tao and Taisheng at Song's, causing virtual space to disappear as suddenly as it
had appeared. In the context of the overall narrative structure in which we would presume that, after Song's
text message, Taisheng and Tao went off to see Song, this sequence may be interpreted, then, as a
protracted visualization of the "interval,"--in itself constructed as a discourse of CG space and a discourse in
narrative space--that is usually sutured in a single cut that changes location from one place to the next. As
Massumi insightfully comments, "The medium of 'communication' is not the technology. It is the interval itself:
the moveability of the event, the displacement of change, relationality outside its terms, 'communication'
without content, communicability," (48) In this regard, the sequence denies either a straightforward cut to the
new location, or a filmed representation of Tao moving outside "The World," thus causing an overt disruption
of narrative continuity. Yet, virtual space must be confined to a representation of the "interval" between filmed
sequences if the narrative is to continue and maintain any level of "realism." Thus, the limited vulnerability of
filmic narrative space signifies both the affective potential for escaping spatial control but also the impossibility
for Tao to actually achieve real world mobility.

If it is the potential for movement that is being controlled through the narrative structure, then it is
communication--a "movement" that precedes physical mobility--that is ultimately at stake as a mode of social
relations in The World. Reduced to imaging, spectatorship, fantastical projection, as well as the spatial orders
and control that makes these forms of communication possible, life as the everyday practice of space finds
itself relegated to the realm of the virtual, where the simulated social space is immediately consumed as
spectacle. Indeed, in the context of a social space where the "space" is circumscribing the "social" more than
the other way around, the virtual thus seems to be a desperate attempt at using "communication technologies
(to) give body to relationality as such and set in motion--as the passing-on of the event." (49)

"No. this is not the end."

In closing, we take Tao's statement at the film's end that "this is merely the beginning" and follow the folded
trajectory of the virtual, searching in vain for the potential that everyday social interactions may still be
imbedded in the spatial narratives of the migrant workers. We have no choice but to return to the opening
scene of The World, again.

Tao is shouting in the hallway to no avail, "Does anyone have a band aid?" As the camera tracks her motion,
she cannot seem to find someone with a band aid in any of the dressing rooms. Her energetic, flamboyant,
and even brassy attitude serves as a stark contrast to the "ghost" that she has become by the end of the film.
Even the unstable, handheld quality of the camerawork evokes a "realism" that takes an entire film to fully
exhaust. Nonetheless, Tao's spatial narrative, as a series of stops and go's, is already foreshadowed by the
characters' experience of "The World's" fantastical space, where tourists travel from one landmark to another,
immobilized long enough to pose for a Kodak moment. Indeed, the spatial control imposed by the hallway is
what Tao takes an entire narrative to transgress, only to find that her identity is assimilated by the CG
spectacularization of her illusions of affective escape.

Furthermore, Tao's inability to find the band aid immediately leads her on an underground tour of the social
microcosm in the hallway space that seems to continue to no end. While Tao is circumscribed by the confines
of the hallway space and her objective, her mini-journey is all forward momentum but with little to show for it.
Hyper-oriented rather than disoriented, the question spectators might ask even in the film's first sequence is
one that recurs throughout the rest of the narrative, "So much directed motion, but to what end?" Could this be
an allegory for the endless cycles of production and consumption of cultural spectacle upon which post-
socialist China is now so utterly dependent to achieve rapid social progress? Social progress, but to what end
and what cost?

But, this allegory can only be taken so far, as Tao ultimately does receive a bandage for what turns out is a
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blister on her foot. Unlike "Little Sister," who dies from his construction site injuries, Tao is able to continue
performing in the ensuing sequence and, at least, postpone her untimely death from gas poisoning until the
end of the film. The bandage thus becomes literally tied to her socioeconomic survival, yet it also allows for
the continued production of spectacles both real world and virtual. Tao may have found a temporary solution
for her blister after her long trek through the hallway, but can the forward momentum of an entire country be
carried on a single band aid on the foot of a migrant worker? Or, perhaps, like the dolly shot of the empty
hallway space after Tao has left, progress seems to have become so imbedded into the country's narrative
fabric, that not even people are required for the camera to revel in its own movement in space. With no
answer in the spaces of the real nor the virtual, we find ourselves ultimately grounded but still desirous of
flight, exhausting our efforts yet building a potential energy that threatens to explode--although to what
unknown end, and to what avail?
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Notes

(1) Jia Zhangke, Notes to The World, DVD Zeitgeist Films.

(2) Jia describes how these sequences were inspired by his observations that the younger generation's social
networks exist as "really" in virtual as well as actual spaces. See Jia Zhangke, Notes to The World.

(3) Yomi Braester finds that in contemporary Chinese cinema, the Internet has also been represented as both
utopian and dystopian forms of alternative collective expression. See Yomi Braester, "From Real Time to
Virtual Reality: Chinese Cinema in the Internet Age," Journal of Contemporary China 13, no. 38 (2004): 89-
104.

(4) Chinese film historians have identified roughly two periods in which this critique has come of age- that of
the "independent" cinema and the more recent emergence of the "amateur" cinema, in which Jia is placed.
Freed from the state production apparatus, the so-called "independents" addressed the effects that
globalization, urbanization, neoliberalism, and post-reform politics, have on the lived experiences in modern
Chinese urban centers without recourse to historical allegories. See Zhang Zhen, "Bearing Witness: Chinese
Urban Cinema in the Era Of 'Transformation,'" in The Urban Generation, ed. Zhang Zhen (London: Duke
University Press, 2007), 1-48.

(5) Michael Berry, "Jia Zhangke: Capturing a Transforming Reality," in Speaking in Images (New York:
Columbia University Press, 2005).

(6) For more on the "floating population," see Zai Liang and Zhongdong Ma, "China's Floating Population:
New Evidence from the 2000 Census," Population and Development Review 30, no. 3 (2004): 467-88.

(7) Paralleling Guy Debord's notion of the spectacularization of everyday life, Lefebvre theorizes the reduction
of social spatial relations to vision via his concept of the optical in Henri Lefebvre, The Production of Space
(Oxford, OX, UK; Cambridge, Mass.: Blackwell, 1991), 187.

(8) This paradoxical binary of excessive desire and socioeconomic immobility is most obviously seen in the
characters' obsession with passports over actual experiences of travel.

(9) Jing Wang, "Culture as Leisure and Culture as Capital," Positions 9, no. 1 (2001): 78.

(10) Tonglin Lu, "Fantasy and Reality of a Virtual China in Jia Zhangke's Film the World," Journal of Chinese
Cinemas 2, no. 3 (2008): 163-79.

(11) Using less of an analysis of the visual construction of space (as this paper performs), Lu applies Guy
Debord's notion of the spectacle and Zizek's psychoanalytic framework to describe the numerous ways in
which the characters' agencies within The World have been objectified into spectacle through the repeated
production of fantasy.

(12) For a brief review of the contribution of market-oriented development to the suburbanization of Beijing in
the 1990s, see Jiang Feng, Zhou Yixing, and Fulong Wu, "New Trends of Suburbanization in Beijing since
1990: From Government-Led to Market-Oriented," Regional Studies 42, no. 1 (2008): 83-99.

(13) For a comprehensive review of the contributing factors, outcomes, and policy interventions associated
with Chinese urbanization, see Eric J Heikkila, "Three Questions Regarding Urbanization in China," Journal of
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Planning Education and Research 27 (2007): 65-81.
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(15) Lefebvre, 182.

(16) Linda Chiu-Han Lai, "Whither the Walker Goes:Spatial Practices and Negative Poetics in 1990s Chinese
Urban Cinema," in The Urban Generation, ed. Zhang Zhen (London: Duke University Press, 2007): 210.

(17) Lai, 207.

(18) Borrowing from Walter Benjamin and Guy Debord, Lai describes flanerie as a social agent that actively
maps out and voyeuristically masters while consuming space as an "active critic, the native who thinks and
feels like a foreigner," while the derive is a seemingly passive agent whose affections towards space produces
a psycho-geography that resists the logic of planned urban space. See Lai, 205-207.

(19) Zhen, "Bearing Witness," 33.

(20) Discourse in space, about space, and of space, are Lefebvre's linguistic categories used in his discussion
of the semiotics of space, i.e. how one "reads" or "writes" space. These correspond directly to his well known,
but often misunderstood, triad of lived space, perceived space, and conceived space, respectively. See
Lefebvre, The Production of Space, 182.

(21) Ole B. Jensen, "'Facework,' Flow and the City: Simmel, Goffman, and Mobility in the Contemporary City,"
Mobilities 1. no. 2 (2006): 143-65.

(22) Indeed, Jensen links the mastery of space with the habitus of the social agent in "Facework," 158.

(23) Marc Auge, Non-Places: An Introduction to Supermodernity, trans. John Howe (London & New York:
Verso, 1995), 63.

(24) See Jia Zhangke, Notes to The World.
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(26) Auge, 83-84.

(27) Auge, 82.

(28) See Michel Foucault, "Of Other Spaces," Diacritics 16, no. 1 (1986): 25.

(29) Foucault, 26.

(30) Andrew Wood, "A Rhetoric of Ubiquity: Terminal Space as Omnitopia," Communication Theory 13, no. 3
(2003): 324-44.

(31) Wood, 326.

(32) Wood, 326.

(33) Bernard Tschumi, Architecture and Disjunction (Cambridge. MA: The MIT Press, 1996), 162.

(34) Caroline Scarles, "Becoming Tourist: Renegotiating the Visual in the Tourist Experience," Environment
and Planning D: Society and Space 21 (2009): 471.

(35) Tschumi, Architecture and Disjunction ,164.

(36) Scarles, "Becoming Tourist: Renegotiating the Visual in the Tourist Experience," 471.

(37) Social contracts that exchange the simulation of mobility with the subject's necessary immobilization are
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not unique to theme parks or the cinema, but also to other non-places such as the airport. Significantly, the
architectural layout of airports frames numerous spectacles that "hold" the traveler in place before they must
depart in such a way that maximizes the flow of capital. See Peter Adey, '"May I Have Your Attention' Airport
Geographies of Spectatorship, Position, and (Im)Mobility," Environment and Planning D: Society and Space
25(2007): 530.

(38) Gillian Fuller, "The Arrow-Directional Semiotics: Wayfinding in Transit," Social Semiotics 12, no. 3 (2009):
233.

(39) Fuller, 234.

(40) Fuller, 234.

(41) Originally a concept by Gilles Deleuze, a comprehensive treatment of the virtual is given by Brian
Massumi. See Brian Massumi, Parables for the Virtual, ed. Stanley Fish and Fredric Jameson, Post-
Contemporary Interventions (Durham & London: Duke University Press, 2002), 30.

(42) Massumi, 30.

(43) Massumi, 35.

(44) The square is flanked by billboards of Hu Jin Tao and Deng Xiaoping. In this realm of the virtual, even the
potential for political critique has become spectacularized into discourses of space.

(45) Massumi, Parables for the Virtual, 200.

(46) Massumi, 30.

(47) Massumi, 35.

(48) Massumi, 86.

(49) Massumi, 86.
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